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Abstract. Artificial Intelligence is a hot topic and Machine Learning is one of the
most fluent approaches and practices. The problem with many AI models is that
they can be useful for predicting but they are bad at explaining why they behave a
certain way. In some contexts, the explanation may even be more important than
the prediction itself, mainly in systems in which decisions are made based on their
predictions. Therefore, it is increasingly necessary to provide a forecast accompa-
nied by an explanation, when decisions are made automatically. This paper aims to
contribute to the solution of problem based on human mobility research, or at least,
to be a starting point for its solution.
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1. Introduction

As a step to improve the quality of life of people, many cities are developing strategies
to monitor and predict how spaces are used. Over the last decade, the ever-increasing
capacity of devices and network infrastructure has led to new opportunities to optimise
the quality of life by tracking the digital footprint of citizens.

Collected data is interpreted as large streams of data and analysed by complex ma-
chine learning algorithms for several purposes like traffic regulation, personalized sug-
gestions, targeted publicity, space optimization and others. The accuracy and efficiency
of the models is considered good for most use cases, however, most models lack funda-
mental support for decision making and detailed explanation on how a determined ma-
chine learning model generates a decision. This trend is worsened with the frequent use
of deep learning models which are built upon the assumption of black box models that
make decision interpretability difficult.

Explainable AI (xAI), is a field of artificial intelligence which aims to deal with the
process of providing cues for the decision making process and interpretability of such
algorithms, preferably explaining the whole decision making process. Modern concerns
such as privacy, representativity or non-discrimination also need to be monitored and
enforced in the machine learning models used. Being able to interpret and explain deci-
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sions in light of these topics is also a concern of xAI. Although often incomplete in its
implementation it is true that there are some standardized algorithms implementations
that help xAI, mostly based on instance-based interpretability and explainability.

As many xAI algorithms proposed in the literature are focused on instance based
decision interpretability they are not specialized on the relationships between data in-
stances or temporal aspects in the decision making process. Moreover, the state of the
art on timeseries machine learning algorithms are mostly based on deep learning models
which, again, are not friendly to interpretability and explanation.

Our work details the use of xAI algorithms with deep learning timeseries algorithms
in an effort to specialize an approach to represent and interpret the decision making
process through a dedicated xAI algorithm [1].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, it explores projects that
use white explainable models to explain timeseries decision based on black-box mod-
els. Then, in Section 3, it discusses the methodologies and techniques to translate some
timeseries theory such as data windows, inter instance dependencies and data sequences
into the explainable models. Finally, this paper shows that the developed xAI algorithm
contributes to data preparation and analysis of human interpretable explanations.

2. Related Work

A rapid increase in the complexity and sophistication of AI-powered systems has evolved
to such an extent that humans do not understand the complex mechanisms by which AI-
based systems make certain decisions. In these fully automated systems, a critical aspect
is the decision making (i.e. planning and acting), based on robust and reliable detection
and perception — something that is particularly challenging when these systems compute
outputs that are unexpected or seemingly unpredictable. xAI has a huge potential to
advance this process [2,3,4]. Additionally, it should ensure that AI technologies work to
serve people and society.

Several Research and Development (R&D) actions propose ways and approaches to
solve the limitations of AI systems. Supporting the development and integration of AI in
human mobility with explainable, trustworthy and human-centric and unbiased concepts,
techniques and models have been established for many authors. They discuss xAI for
Smart Healthcare, Smart Transportation, Smart Environment, Smart Governance, and
Cyber Security.

Regarding Smart Healthcare, M. Abdur Rahman, et al. wrote an article titled “Hu-
man AI Teaming for the Next Generation Smart City Healthcare Systems” [5]. Since
this kind of ”smart” has near-zero tolerance for inexplicability (i.e, conditions must be
fully understood, and solutions must be clear and correct), it is among the most cau-
tious sectors for adopting AI technologies. Doctors can require the system to list out the
symptoms where information can be presented in different granularities.

Another xAI application is in Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS) or Smart
Transportation. One such application is autonomous vehicles (AVs), which come under
the category of AI in ITS. In the paper [6], Vehicular Adhoc Networks (VANET) make
communication possible between AVs in the system. The performance of each vehicle
depends upon the information exchanged between AVs. False or malicious information
can disrupt the whole system leading to severe consequences. Hence, the detection of
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malicious vehicles is of utmost importance. This work uses a particular model interface
of the evaluation metrics to explain and measure the model’s performance. Applying xAI
to these complex AI models allows a cautious use of AI for AVs.

Governments and local authorities can also be influenced on decision-making from
xAI. This [7,8] aims help of social innovation and influences decision-making in smart
cities. The authors help academics and government officials better understand the need
for social innovation and how it influences the interaction between artificial intelligence
and smart decision-making in smart governance systems.

Another relevant area where xAI plays a vital role is Cyber Security. In the last few
decades, we have embraced AI in our daily life to solve a plethora of problems, one of
the most notable being cyber security. In coming years, the traditional AI algorithms are
not able to address zero-day cyber attacks, and hence, to capitalize on AI algorithms, it
is absolutely important to focus more on xAI. Hence, [3] serves as a reference for those
who are working in cyber security and AI.

Commonly, in previous projects, xAI vastly improves the quality of decision mak-
ings and hold the respective stakeholders accountable. This translates to system require-
ments that can be designed, measured, and continuously tested. They will depend on the
domain where they are applied. As we rely more on automated systems for making deci-
sions, it gives us an unprecedented opportunity to be more explicit and systematic about
the principles or values that guide us on how we make decisions.

3. Experimental Case Study

In order to explore xAI from the Decision Tree, we generate a dataset from several
sources. Then, we apply a set of data processing techniques to address the collected data.
One of the last steps in data preprocessing is to split it in a training and testing subset,
describing the difference between univariate and multivariate analysis. And we train the
Deep Learning model (or ”black-box” model) on the training subset, and evaluate it with
an unseen test set. These stages are also some of the main contributors of this work to ex-
plain the predictions of the ”black-box” model. Additionally, other processes and meth-
ods to allow human users to comprehend and trust the predictions and output created by
Machine Learning (ML) are considered in the following subtopics.

3.1. Research Environments

A script was created, in Python language, which generates a dataset from Open Data of
New York City. This open data is free public data published by New York City agencies
and other partners. The Department of Information Technology and Telecommunications
(DoITT) manages the technical operations with Socrata Open Data API, ensuring that
technological capabilities are always evolving to better meet user needs. This API allows
to programmatically access a wealth of open data resources from governments, non-
profits, and Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs) around the world. In this work,
we use the following resources:

• 311 Service Requests - A public service that handles all requests for government
and non-emergency services, accepting a wide range of issues, including over 500
complaint types. It can help to get a pothole fixed in your neighborhood, the heat-
ing device turned on in your apartment, or a refund for an overpaid parking ticket;
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• Calls for Service to NYPD’s 911 system - This service uses the ICAD system
which call takers and dispatchers use to communicate with callers and the New
York Police Department (NYPD). Each record represents an entry into the system.
The data includes entries generated by members of the public as well as self-
initiated entries by NYPD Members of Service;

• LinkNYC Kiosk Status - This application provides the most current listing of
kiosks, their location, and the status of the Link’s WiFi, tablet, and phone;

• TLC Trip Record Data - The yellow and green taxi trip records include fields cap-
turing pick-up and drop-off dates/times, pick-up and drop-off locations, trip dis-
tances, itemized fares, rate types, payment types, and driver-reported passenger
counts. The data is collected and provided to the NYC Taxi and Limousine Com-
mission (TLC) by technology providers authorized under the Taxicab & Livery
Passenger Enhancement Programs (TPEP/LPEP).

All our data is generated via previous sources and should be stored on a system that
maintains data consistency and availability. Nonetheless, the project settings, aggregated
human tracking by day and remaining steps such as data processing and analysis are
explained in the next subtopics.

3.2. Data Collection

As we mentioned, our dataset is generated via public REST API services provided by
the NYC government. Advantages can be pointed out such as forecasting the number of
people in a given location (i.e census attribute). Other features were captured geolocation
(latitude/longitude), sentiment of people (i.e, -1 - Negative, 0 - Neutral, 1 - Positive), area
type (e.g. animal services, art school, bank, bus stop, coffee/pub, college/university and
others), name and description. Additionally, if geolocation is associated to an event, we
store the following attributes: event type (e.g. incident, Farmers Market, Theater Load in
and Load Outs, Special Event, Sport - Adult and others), theme, start date, finish date,
name and description.

Other information can be considered, like the weather. Our intention was to use an
API so that the information gathered was even wider. This includes, for example, the
OpenWeatherMap API that enables the collection of a vast amount of data associated
with weather conditions such as clouds, feels like, humidity, pressure, temperature, tem-
perature minimum, temperature maximum and speed[9]. The archived data is provided
for several stations.

After selecting more relevant features for our study, we save the API information
on PostgreSQL database. In addition to this procedure, we develop a REST API in Java
Spring Boot (Spring Boot). With the REST API created together with Swagger[10], we
can generate a CSV file with all these features. But first we aggregate the rows of original
table via SQL query, reducing memory consumption and processing time. Finally, after
downloading data from the API, we have our dataset.

3.3. Data Preprocessing

We extracted data from multiple sources between 1 January 2020 to 31 December 2021.
This process required contemplation and planning. The first step is to identify which data
we want to extract. Once we have decided on the data sources to use, and the frequency
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with which we perform the extraction, we come up with an estimate of how much data
will be extracted during each run of the API process. But we need to combine and merge
it before loading it into the target destination (a CSV file). The collected dataset contains
2254 lines and a total of 20 features. Therefore, first of all, the following steps of data
processing were done:

• Data Filtering - Ignore irrelevant information by selecting only certain rows,
columns, and fields from a larger dataset;

• Data Aggregation - Combine data from multiple sources so that it can be pre-
sented in a more digestible, understandable format. In this case we indicate the
coordinates of New York City center, and aggregate all data based on radius 1km;

• Elimination of irrelevant variables: Some variables like the name and description
area, as well as, name and description event were deleted;

• Handling of missing values: In the treatment of missing values, we applied the
mean in the case of meteorology, or median for sentiment;

• Feature scaling: We frame the values between -1 and 1 using Normalization
method. They aim to reduce the discrepancy between values.

Data preprocessing includes the steps we need to follow to transform data so that it
may be easily parsed by the Machine Learning algorithms. The main agenda for a model
to be accurate and precise in predictions is that the algorithm should be able to easily
interpret the data’s features. In this case, we want to study if the treated data is relevant
to predict the number of people in a specific location. However, other special precautions
regarding the way data had to be processed were taken, which we will detail in the next
subsection.

3.4. Building the models

This step is the most important and most meticulous requirement of the entire research.
At this stage, we develop an understanding of the problem which we are trying to solve.
Now our data is also in its usable shape. Then, in the model selection step, we choose a
Deep Learning (DL) algorithm, such as Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) - appropri-
ate model for timeseries and regression problems. Now it’s time to select and train our
Machine Learning (ML) model. To perform the execution of the model, we must indicate
usual parameters of algorithm.

With this, the goal of this paper is to use univariate and multivariate analysis to
understand the number of citizens on New York City center, playing an important role
in solving urban problems. It can help local authorities to understand the underlying
driving forces of people in cities allocating resources to improve public space efficiency.
In univariate time series dataset is generally provided as a single column of data, in
this study, it’s ”census” column. On the other hand, a multivariate time series covers
several variables like census, sentiment, area type, area name, event type, event name,
clouds, feels like, humidity, pressure, temperature, temperature minimum, temperature
maximum and speed. Other elements such as area description, event description, event
theme, event start date and event finish date can be discarded. A sample of collected data
can be seen in Table 1.

Loading the dataset is a high priority requirement. Using a Python language library
(pandas), we have the ability to open a CSV file and load it to a ”DataFrame” object.
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Table 1. Example of dataset.

Date Census Clouds FeelsLike Speed Pressure Temp (◦C) TempMin (◦C) TempMax (◦C)
2020-02-12 12 4 250.19 2.02 4 15 13 18

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

From this object, we used a correlation matrix to analyze correlation coefficients between
variables. Attributes as census, clouds, feelslike, speed, pressure, temp, tempmin and
tempmax presents a high correlate with each other. Then, we enter the number of times
the dataset should be divided, performing 10-fold cross-validation in the model tests.
Subsequently, data is separated into training data (650 days) and test data (80 days).

In deep learning predictions and being a multiclass classification problem, the loss
function is therefore categorical crossentropy. Furthermore, in the final layer, a softmax
activation function was used. Then, we apply MinMaxScaler technique to normalize
our data. The final step was validating and tuning the models. In these approaches, the
objective was to experiment some combinations in order to find a good fit. Once we
are using a regression model, components are specified in the model as a parameter
such as the number of layers and neurons, windows size, epochs and batch size. Each
combination of parameters improve the results of the model.

3.5. Decision Tree API

Learning is done through Decision Tree (DT) and one of the predictive action modeling
techniques, used in fields such as statistics, Data Mining (MD) and Machine Learning
(ML). This approach/technique was chosen because it is naturally explainable and un-
derstood, in a certain way to imitate human thought. There are some well-known de-
cision tree implementation variants by the scientific community, to highlight the Itera-
tive Dichotomiser 3 (ID3), C4.5, C5.0 and Classification and Regression Trees (CART)
algorithms[11].

Inspired by the ML library, scikit-learn, also used in this work, which has an opti-
mized version of the CART algorithm, despite not yet supporting variables[12], and due
to the explanatory potential of that algorithm, [1] developed an implementation of the
CART algorithm. The Decision Tree script developed, by itself, is independent, since it
is also in the origin of the project and if any programmer so wishes, they can download
the source code from GitHub Repository (contact the authors for permission to access
it) and modify it, without necessarily relying on the API. Either through the API or the
execution of the Decision Tree script, even if the values are invalid, the model is trained.
The user is also informed if there are possible improvements to be made in the settings.

3.6. Results

Since we want to classify the number of people in New York City some precautions have
to be taken when we use a Neural Network (NN) model. The first phase of the experiment
includes a dataset. Then, the models’ performance is analyzed with metrics such as Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE), Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE)
and Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) errors for two different perceptions (i.e,
univariate and multivariate time series).

Based on the Table 2, the four metrics show different performances between the
proposed types of variate study. In the univariate model, the RMSE, MAE, and MSE
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values are higher than in the multivariate model. Additionally, MAPE value is worse in
univariate than multivariate model.

Table 2. RMSE, MAE, MSE and MAPE for Deep Learning model with univariate and multivariate time series.

Univariate Multivariate
Model RMSE MAE MSE MAPE RMSE MAE MSE MAPE
LSTM 6.8 5.2 45.8 57.13 5.8 4.4 33.7 59.9

Although each metric has its own pros and cons, they are useful to address problems
such as underfitting and overfitting which can lead to a poor performance on the final
model despite the accuracy value. Basically, three-fold approaches for univariate time
series and two-fold approaches for multivariate time series enable (i) presenting perfor-
mance bounds of MAE, and (ii) demonstrating new properties of MAE that make it more
appropriate than MSE as a loss function for Deep Neural Network. The quality assurance
of results was only possible based on the loss functions.

(a) Univariate (b) Multivariate

Figure 1. Univariate and multivariate quality loss functions.

Fig. 1 shows that, initially, the univariate model has good performance, after 80
epochs it tends to converge, then it degrades. In its turn, multivariate loss function
presents reasonable values and acceptable to be used for prediction and forecasting hu-
man mobility, but comparing with the other type of variant it does not tend to converge.
Both functions can be a good alternative for predictive modelling of human mobility.
However, they differ at the level of the metrics that present the best results with one or
more attributes. This means that multivariate predicted values closely match the actual
values of census.

Now, in the context of human decision making based on model outcomes (i.e, num-
ber instance), metrics as the problem of predicting the number of people on New York
City center, with an attempt to explain a ”black-box” model (i.e, LSTM model) with
Decision Tree (DT). In other words, the next step is to try to explain the predictions of
the ”black-box” model with the predictions and explanations of the Decision Tree API
presented in Subtopic 3.5.

The first prediction in the test dataset in Deep Learning model gave approximately
16 people in univariate domain and 17 people in multivariate domain, equal to the real
value for the first instance (see value of the last attribute of the instance in Table 3). The
same instance in DT gave an approximated prediction both for the scenario when we
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are predicting with just one attribute or multiple attributes. Therefore, the difference can
be as little as 0.08 units. The biggest difference is the fact that the DT’s prediction is
substantiated.

Table 3. Prediction based on Deep Learning and Decision Tree models.

Deep Learning Decision Tree
Univariate Multivariate Univariate Multivariate

Number Instance 278 278 396 396
Prediction 18.8 17.2 16.22 16.76

In Fig. 2, in addition to the forecast, DT explains that the number of people (or cen-
sus) is approximately 19 because the clouds is above 26. It also issues an alert if the
value of census was approximately 7 units lower, the new forecast would be approxi-
mately 12, which in this case remained the same. Continuing the explanation, the census
of the New York City center is 10 because the temperature normal present in the city ex-
ceeds 8.2(◦C) and 14 people below this value. Still in relation to temperature above 8.2,
the new forecast for a number of people approximately is 10 if pressure is above 1019.
Otherwise, target value grows to 18, representing a difference of almost 8 people, which
is significant and useful to know this kind of extra information about the forecast. The
explanation continues until the temperature attribute, which is below 8.2(◦C). In the next
forecast, the census value can be influenced by temperature minimum. When it is below
7.31(◦C) the forecast is aproximately 17 people. On the other hand, when it is above or
equal 7.31(◦C) the forecast is aproximately 13 people.

Figure 2. Decision Tree of univariate model.

In its turn, Fig. 3 shows a sample forecast path from the root node to the leaf node
generated via DT from multivarite model outcome. In root, the DT predicts a value, in
this case 16, for the number of people. In the next forecast, with feelslike above or equal
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269.442, DT predicts a number of 21, but argues the prediction based on the feelslike
values below 269 with a slight error, 3 attributes (i.e, feelslike, tempmin and speed) are
used to model this particular problem. In addition to this explanation, it also generates
automatic counterfactual analysis. When the value of tempmin attribute is below 7.4(◦C),
tree gives a tree level and predicts 14 people in center of New York City. In case of three
level, feelslike attribute predicts 13 people, otherwise 18 people. In its turn, when temp-
min is above or equal 7.4(◦C) has also impact on census prediction, estimating 10 people.
On child nodes, it should be noted that when speed value is below 0.54 the prediction of
the number of people is 19. In speed value above or equal 0.54 the prediction is 10.

Figure 3. Decision Tree of multivariate model.

In summary, it should be noted that each decision rule on our trees is associated with
a node that contains more than a dozen useful attributes to understand the distribution of
data.

4. Conclusions and Future Work

We consider that this work is another contribution to the Explainable Artificial Intelli-
gence (xAI) area that can be applied in Human Mobility. At a time when the topic of Ar-
tificial Intelligence (AI) is our daily choice, this is another successful project that guaran-
tees that Deep Learning model does not necessarily need to be considered a ”black-box”,
because this approach aims precisely at the construction of xAI systems, in a way that
the human being can understand what makes the model behave in a certain way. Thus,
making it possible for us to understand human mobility in New York city center. There-
fore, we concluded that the user can make a decision based on the Machine Learning
algorithm which is generally the best option for predictive modeling, arguing it based
on the explanation of the Decision Tree (DT) which in turn is also the more explanatory
approach.
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In the present work, we did not apply the same concept to explain other algorithms.
In order to complement the project, we can research the similarity of the predictions
made between DT and other algorithms not addressed in the present project such as
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), hybrid model using LSTM and CNN model or
statistics like ARIMAX and SARIMAX. With these new challenges we may find a model
even more similar to DT.
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